We support young journalists.

The Sir-Hugh-Carleton-Greene-Foundation to support young journalists offers individual
further training opportunities with the international media scholarship, the Leibniz
scholarship and our special prize. The foundation, based in Hanover, Germany, which is
celebrating its 20th anniversary this year, is pleased to announce three highly endowed
scholarships in 2022.
The International Media Scholarship 2022 with a focus on the topic:

“No democracy without journalism”

is funded with 5000 euros.
„Name me a country where journalists and politicians get along and I‘ll tell you, there is
no democracy there.“ This quote from British journalist and publicist Sir Hugh Carleton Greene,
who gave his name to the foundation, is the best inspiration for this scholarship.
All submissions on the topic will be considered.
This year‘s special prize 2022 with the main focus on the topic:

“What‘s true? Journalism on the way to infotainment”
is funded with 3000 euros.
Whether it‘s the Corona pandemic or the Ukraine war, news that recurs every day turns into
an info-soap with a wear and tear effect. You can find more about this topic in the info sheet
on page 3. Be inspired and show us your results.
The Leibniz scholarship 2022 for

Initial and continuing education
is funded with 2000 euros.
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz was a philosopher, inventor, universal genius, an intellectual
high-flyer. He moved in the most diverse fields: theology, philosophy, mining, mathematics,
history, to name just a few. At 20 he earned his Doctor of Laws degree and that was just the
beginning. He developed plans for a submarine, invented an anemometer and a mechanical
calculator. On November 14, 1716 he died in Hannover.
Reason enough to name a scholarship after him.
There are no limits to your choice of topic - Leibniz should inspire you. We look forward to
your ideas.
The award offers applicants a wide range of advanced training opportunities. You can choose
whether you want to use the funding to complete a seminar at a selected academy or to do
journalistic internships at media-organizations.
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Unlike in previous years, we would like to ask you to send us your finished contribution on
the topic and not just a research plan. Since there are now many different forms of presentation
in journalism, the Sir-Greene-Foundation welcomes creative submissions. You are therefore
free to present your results in any media form: whether as an article, blog post, short interview,
video clip, podcast or photo series, whether already published or still in development.

An accompanying letter with your preliminary research and/or an explanation of why you
have dealt with this topic would be desirable and will help our board of trustees with the
selection. In terms of networking, sustainability and journalistic support, the Sir-GreeneFoundation would like to promote this idea during the project phase and we are therefore
happy about accompanying social media that we can share.

Application
1.

The application is only possible for one choosen scholarship.

2.

The applicants should not be older than 35 years.

3.	You must have completed journalistic training or work as a journalist.
4.	Please send your application with the application form and meaningful documents to:
info@sir-greene-stiftung.de

5.	You can also send your application using the form on our website:
sir-greene-stiftung.de under “Stipendien/Scholarships”.

6.

The application period ends on October 15, 2022

7.	After the application period has expired, the foundation’s board of directors will

promptly make a preselection. The board of trustees of the foundation then decides
on the awarding of the scholarships.

8.	We look forward to present the prizes and certificates to the scholarship winners
at our ceremony in Hanover mid-November 2022.
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For the special prize 2022 with the main topic:

“What‘s true? Journalism on the way to infotainment”
please read this text for inspiration:
A new age of infotainment?
In his book Amusing Ourselves to Death (Penguin, 1985), American media theorist and
television critic Neil Postman introduced the term infotainment and argued that television
has turned public discourse into pure entertainment.
If the main form of communication in a society is based on television, this society becomes
much more receptive to television communication. Over time, television news evolved to
present just enough information to evoke emotion.
Entertaining but lacking in substance, making the quantity and quality of information poor
for the public. News of political debates became a popularity contest based on individuals‘
charisma rather than ideas. With the increasing dominance of the medium of television,
people began to believe everything they were told on television.
Of course, although Postman wrote his book in the 1980s, the infotainment argument also
applies, and even more so, to online media, which have become the primary source of
information for millions of people around the world.
But while the combination of online media and the smartphone has become a strong
competitor to television in a free media environment, the power of (state) television is still
enormous in places where such an environment is lacking.
Does this mean that the quality and quantity of information has improved where smartphone
users have free access to online media? And is online media a similar or even more powerful
source of infotainment?
How valuable are Postman‘s insights regarding television in this time?
Has hourly and daily coverage of events in Ukraine for more than 100 days reduced Russian
invasion news to infotainment instead of fact-based quality content?
Or the reporting on the corona pandemic and the publication of the deaths of the last two
years in order to inform the population, but also to keep them constantly on the alert?
The daily death count, similar to lottery numbers...
And are worries about energy supply and inflation being similarly spread to create panic?
Are the crises becoming daily infotainment or is that a false impression?
The Sir-Greene-Foundation invites young journalists to shed light on this phenomenon in
the context of the upheavals our world is going through.
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